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Carlyon Beach scheme delayed due to Brexit 

The decision to leave Europe has impacted on the multi-million pound Carlyon 
Bay development with developer CEG announcing this week that all 
infrastructure works are to be put on hold. 

CEG project director James Shimwell said:  “The result of the EU referendum 
introduced significant political and economic uncertainty which makes it 
impossible for us to continue with the planned investment programme across our 
portfolio so we’ve had to make some difficult decisions. 

“We are therefore disappointed to announce that all infrastructure works for the 
Carlyon Beach development, which were due to start in the autumn, are now on 
hold.  However, we remain committed to Cornwall and the scheme, and will be 
reviewing all investments over the forthcoming months in the hope of picking up 
the reins again as the climate stabilises and market confidence returns.” 

This year’s summer events programme is continuing with themed beach 
banquets, local pop-up food stalls, wine tasting, Rogue and Miracle Theatre 
performances plus delicious food and drink treats from Sam’s@TheBay and 
Ostraca.  

Various sporting events also feature in the diary including the Hokey Cokey 
Swimrun plus regular massage and yoga sessions. Details can be found on 
Facebook and the website.   

A 2017 events programme for the site is currently being discussed with plans for 
more gastronomic feasts and entertainment.  

“We are particularly frustrated because plans had just been put in place for the 
utility companies to begin the infrastructure works in October,” said Mr Shimwell.  
“But this is a completely unique situation never experienced in the UK before so 
no-one knows exactly what will happen next.  We’ll be waiting for the dust to 
settle and will then have a clearer picture of what the future holds.” 

Carlyon Beach is a £250 million redevelopment project with planning consent for 
a new beachside resort and residential community with 511 homes, restaurants, 
bars, cafes and shops plus spa and leisure facilities, all open to the public. 

ENDS 

For further information, please contact: Michelle Sammons, Tel 07767 
810481 or email michelle.sammons@carlyonbeach.com  


